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Abstract
After declining for six years (Wang, 2016), printed magazines are facing the
dilemma of a paperless era. As magazine publishing emerges into the digital world, it
needs to achieve the degree of readers’ desire that is comparable to or surpassing print
publications.
Limited research has been done regarding white space in digital magazines. This
thesis aimed to investigate how user experience is affected by white space in the layout of
digital editions of food magazines designed for the Apple iPad.
The study focused on the evaluation of white space as the factor influencing the
quality of the user experience. White space was separated into macro and micro white
space. The researcher defined and quantified levels of macro and micro white space and
created samples of magazine pages with the corresponding white space levels.
Subsequently, the researcher obtained subjective evaluations of three perspectives of user
experience: satisfaction, ease of use, and usefulness. Analysis of Variance was employed
to determine if any of these white space levels have significant effect on user experience.
The study determined that macro, micro, and the interaction of macro and micro
white space had a significant impact on all three perspectives of UX based on the
questionnaire data. It was observed that the majority of 62 participants chose the 38%
macro white space, and 135% micro white space was the best combination regarding all
three aspects of the user experience. It was concluded that 135% micro white space had
the most significant effect on legibility, and 120% micro white space had the most
positive effect on readability.
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Upon conclusion of the study, the researcher believes there is no specific white
space amount that would satisfy all of the people. However, within the scope of the
present experiment, it could provide a useable manual to magazine publishers and
designers.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

The magazine industry in the United States has experienced significant changes in
recent years. With the proliferation of smartphones and the Internet, consumers make
fewer trips to the newsstand (Sasseen, Matsa, & Mitchell, 2013). The MPA FACTBOOK
2013-2014 (2014) investigated that digital magazine readers grew 84% from 9.2 million
to 16.9 million from 2012 to 2013. In addition, the number of digital magazine
downloads increased 39% from 2011 to 2013, and the prediction for further increases is
favorable.
According to the research at Technavio for publishing and advertising, they
forecast that the digital magazine platform will grow from 14% in 2015 to 35% by 2020
in the global magazine publishing market (Technavio, 2016). Therefore, more and more
publications are meeting this challenge by distributing their content via up-to-the-minute
digital platforms that include websites, smartphones, and tablets.
Topic Statement
Limited studies had looked into design preferences and aesthetics of digital
magazines when different design elements were manipulated. With rapid changes in the
magazine industry, publishers need comprehensive guidelines to design their digital
magazines (Guenther, 2011). Currently, the glossy, bound papers now appear on the
digital screens as electronic files, but publishers need to identify readers’ preferences for
design attributes in their digital editions. Guenther, who pointed that design is critical to
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the magazine industry, has emphasized the need to look deeper into finding out how to
engage readers (2011).
In the digital environment, readers’ preferences and behaviors have changed in
the past ten years (Liu, 2005). Tablets are now mainstream devices for digital publishing
(Huang, Chen, & Ho, 2014). A benchmark study of tablet usage, Magazine Media
Readers and Tablets (2011), looked at customers’ habits regarding digital magazine apps
designed for tablets and eReaders. The study showed that 68% of households currently
have an Apple iPad, and 53% iPad owners strongly agreed and somewhat agreed that
they prefer digital magazines over printed ones (The Association of Magazine Media,
MPA, 2011). What’s more, in the global entertainment and media outlook
(Pricewaterhouse Cooper, 2014), the data showed that there will likely be a quick growth
of the digital magazine market in the years 2016-2018 globally.
Upon these findings, the researcher can conclude that readers’ preference is
shifting towards digital magazines, and further research supports this trend.
For example, according to Joseph’s report, Magazine circulation growth fueled by
digital subscription, (2015) digital readership rose up to 21% from 2014 to 2015, which
adds to the fact that digital magazine readership is growing rapidly. The food magazine
category was one of the strongest in that regard (Bazilian, 2013). For this reason, the
researcher selected lifestyle food magazines for iPads as a reference in the present study.
According to a 2001 study, “Who pays for magazines? Advertisers or
Consumers,” U.S advertising revenue increased 13.5% in the year 2000. In the period
from 1980 to 1998, consumer magazine revenue increased 16%, from 42.4% to 58.2%.
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Advertising has been creating a large portion of revenue for magazine publishers, but
who is reading these publications?
Readership is frequently confused with circulation. While readership is an
estimate of how many people read a publication, circulation is the number of copies
distributed. According to Industry Predictions For 2014 Viewability (Shields, 2013), 80%
of advertisers among 600 advertisers interviewed believed viewability is very important.
Advertisers want to be seen, and of course, magazine publishers rely on readership to
maintain advertisers’ revenue, so they need to closely focus on what their readers want.
Fallon, a graduate of the Master of Science Print Media Program at the Rochester
Institute of Technology, conducted research on the effect of different design elements on
reader preference for digital editions (Fallon, 2014). She chose the image-to-white-space
ratio, grid, body typeface, and body text point as attributes when determining the
relationship between these factors and readers’ preferences. Fallon determined that those
attributes do impact people’s preference for digital magazines. The results of her study
showed that body text typeface has the most salient impact on the readers’ preferences
over the image-to-white-space ratio. On the other hand, existing research proves that the
white space has an effect on legibility, aesthetics, and people’s emotional response
(Kripintiris, 2008; Pracejus, O'Guinn, & Olsen, 2013; Zdralek, 2003). This contradiction
prompted the researcher to further investigate if white space of digital magazines has an
impact on people’s preference for digital magazines.
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Design and Readership
Visual design is an essential element of grabbing a reader’s attention (Cleveland,
2005), which significantly influences readers’ preferences and readership. Specifically,
research shows that design can affect readability; that is, readers’ ability to read and
comprehend the material (Turnbull, 2011). For newspapers, Arnold (1981) has found that
a layout consisting of multiple horizontal columns ensues a faster rate of reading
compared to that of a single vertical column. Price (1974) has proven that design assists
content in determining the readership. He found that a 19-pica width horizontal
newspaper layout compared to an 11-pica width vertical layout increased readership of a
newspaper. Price’s findings correlated with Arnold’s.
Further, Cleveland (2005) conducted an experiment on nine magazines distributed
in Australia covering a spectrum of market segments to study whether design affects
readership. Cleveland asked 80 undergraduate design students to evaluate and score the
magazines’ visual power, which he defined as the capacity to attract attention. He found a
connection between readership spread and the amount of visual power, which relates to
the layout design of magazines. The readership spread refers to the range of demographic
or psychographic characteristics of readers, in this case, age, and results in a larger
audience. One of Cleveland’s findings showed that when the layout looked stale, the
readers decreased their hedonic response. Based on this, Cleveland argued that low
attractiveness of magazines may cause readers to switch to another publication. These
studies show a correlation between readership and design, which provides support for the
significance of the present research.
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Reason for Interest
The researcher has a keen interest in the magazine publishing industry with a
career anticipation of having a footprint in this industry. The researcher is eager to grasp
this opportunity and explore the design feature of white space for digital magazine
publishing that has many unknown factors that need to be understood.
With a shift to digital media, publishers need to provide a reading experience to
their subscribers, that is on par or better than that of print editions, and will attract readers
to subscribe to the tablet editions of digital magazines. As Johnson and Prijatel (2006)
stated, “The challenge for magazines has been to discover their relevance across the
different digital platforms.” The researcher has confidence that the findings of the present
study will help designers in a concrete and explicit way to identify the best design
patterns pertaining to white space for digital magazines.
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Chapter 2: Theoretical Basis

This chapter provides the theoretical background for the significance of this
research. It begins with an introduction of white space. Then, the figure-ground theory
(Coates, 2014) is introduced. Finally, the concept of user experience is discussed. User
experience is the dependent variable that the research examined. Little research has been
done about the effects of white space for digital magazine publications. After an
extensive literature review, no conclusive metrics for the examination of white spave
were found.
White Space
White space, when applied to design, is a complex concept that has been proven
difficult to define because it includes several visual elements. The basic definition of
white space chosen for this research is “The conspicuously open space found between
other design elements or objects within the borders of an ad,” as defined in “How
Nothing Became Something: White Space, Rhetoric, History, and Meaning” (Pracejus,
Olsen, & O’Guinn, p82, 2006). White space is comprised of several factors, including
margins, gutters, leading. It is named this because of the typical background material of
its day, but white space is not necessarily white (Coates, 2014).
White space can give relief to readers as well as impact their perception. For a
magazine that is full of pictures and narrative content, it is necessary to give the brain and
eyes a break (Thomas, 2015). White space draws attention to important content elements
and visually communicates information in an explicit order. In other areas such as
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designing websites and advertisements, researchers have proven that white space has
important effects on users. What is more, it improves readability and comprehension
(O'Guinn, Olsen, & Pracejus, 2013; Zdralek, 2003).
Also, white space helps to visually organize material and facilitate information
processing in smaller portions or chunks. Not only does white space affect readability and
legibility, but it also effects people’s perception. Pracejus and other researchers have
proven that the use of white space in advertisements can influence consumers’ perception
about the brand image. For these reasons, white space is a design element that cannot be
neglected.
Figure-ground relationship.
To assess the white space for the purpose of this research, the well-known
“figure-ground” relationship is adopted. Coates (2014, p.26) summarized the “figureground” relationship: space is the “ground” in which a form becomes a “figure.” Coates
also claimed: “The figure-ground relationship is the relationship of the object to its
surrounding space.” Researchers adopted this theory and treat the white space as the
space surrounding the objects.
Three types of figure-ground relationships were introduced by White (2011): the
stable one, where elements shape fixed bonds; the reversible one, where visual elements
may take reversible roles; and the ambiguous one, where the roles are not identifiable.
For the general digital magazine edition structure, it has particular characteristics. Digital
magazines are similar to printed magazines, which have a clear textual area and images.
Present research follows the stable figure-ground relationship (White, 2011), where all
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the elements on the page are shaped into fixed frames (Figure 1). In Figure 1, all the
framed content represented by the rectangle figures is consumed as the figure, and the
space between the rectangle figures is the ground. The researcher is concerned with the
effect of the balance between figure and ground.

Figure 1. The example of “figure-ground” relationship. The black boxes are figure and
the white area surrounding is ground.

Macro and micro white space.
In this study, the white space is separated into macro and micro (Figure 2). The
macro white space is the space surrounding the textual area and the images. The micro
white space is the space from the baseline of above sentence to the x-line of the below
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sentence. The way to manipulate white separately can provide a way to selectively assess
their contributions, and these features may affect the user experience.

Figure 2. The white space in the present study is separated into two parts: macro white
space and micro white space.
Macro white space is “the space between major elements in a composition”
(Boulton, 2007). Retrived from https://alistapart.com/article/whitespace. In the present
study, the macro white space is all space between the textual area and the image. In
Figure 3, the shadow area is the macro white space.
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Figure 3. The shadow area is the macro white space.

Micro white space is the space between smaller objects. Kunz (2002) defined
interline space as the space between the baseline of type to the x-line of the line below. In
the book, he indicated that interline space helps to guide the eye effortlessly across each
line and to facilitate the transition from one line to the next, the interline space must be
visually larger than the space between words. Kunz suggests, for legibility of type, the
interline space should never be less than the height of the capital H. For the purpose of
this study, the micro white space is the interline space, which is the space from the
baseline to the x-line of the line below (Figure 4). The body type and display type size
and face are constant.
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Figure 4. The micro white space is the shadow area representing interline space.

User Experience
In this research, the concept of user experience (UX) in relationship to visual
design is introduced. According to ISO/FDIS 9241-210, user experience is defined as “a
person’s perceptions and responses resulting from the use and/or anticipated use of a
product, system or service” (ISO, ISO/FDIS 9241-210:2010 Ergonomics of humansystem interaction -- Part 210: Human-centred design for interactive systems, 2010).
Readers’ preferences, emotional responses, beliefs, perceptions, and behaviors are all
considered part of UX. User experience covers all the aspects of people’s interaction with
a product, application, or system (Tullis & Albert, 2013).
The purpose of introducing UX is to improve the design for digital editions. In
“Measuring the user experience,” Tullis and Albert (2013) claimed that UX metrics help
magazine owners determine where their magazine stands relative to the competition and
helps them pinpoint what to focus on and improve. This matches the purpose of this
study, which aims to find out the best proportion or usage of white space. UX evaluation
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is a relevant tool for assessing this problem, and the seven-point anchored scale is a tool
to help with this assessment.
Measuring User Experience Using Seven-point Anchored Scale
The seven-point Likert scale is a type of scale where people rate their agreement
by using seven different levels. A Likert scale is used to scale responses in survey
research. It is named after its inventor, psychologist Rensis Likert. The choice of the
seven-point Likert scale over a five-point scale is made because the seven-point Likert
scale can provide a more accurate measure of a participant’s evaluation (Finstad, 2010).
Finstad conducted a research study to investigate the difference and weakness between
five-point scales and seven-point scales. He recruited 172 Intel® employees to do the
usability test of two software applications. The participants were assigned to provide their
response using either a five-point scale or seven-point scale. To compare the difference
between five-point and seven-point based ratings, he recorded invalid responses, such as
3.5 or 2.5 as interpolations, and counted their number. In two tests, they discovered that
the number of interpolations in the 5-point scale condition were significantly higher than
in the 7-point scale condition, meaning that participants in his test were more likely to
interpolate in the 5-point condition. Finstad (2010) concluded that 5-point Likert scales
are not sensitive enough to capture a usability test. Based on this conclusion, the
researcher decided to implement the seven-point scale approach to measure UX attributes
in the present study.
Figure 5 shows an example of the seven-point scale that was employed in the
present study to assess visual aesthetics. This scale can also be named as an end-anchored
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interval scale, as a modification of a Likert scale (Tullis & Albert, 2013). Only the end
points of the scale are labeled, which allows the researcher to obtain interval data
compared to the ordinal data typically acquired with Likert scales.

Figure 5. Example of a seven-point end-anchored interval scale.

Therefore, the researcher decided to employ the seven-point anchored scale to
measure participants’ UX regarding white space.
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Chapter 3: Literature Review

This literature review starts with a discussion about the impact of white space on
different aspects of user experience, including usability, emotional response, and
perception. Finally, this review discusses the significance of UX, the object of inquiry
selected for the current study.
The Influence of White Space
Several studies from different areas identified that white space is an important
attribute of a layout, and it affects people’s attitudes. This literature includes the visual
aesthetics and perceived attractiveness, legibility, and overall perceptions as UX
dimensions.
Perceived aesthetics and usability.
In Coursaris and Kripintris’ (2012) study, they explored the relationship between
white space, perceived attractiveness, and perceived usability in web media by addressing
three main research questions: (a) How does white space impact a website’s perceived
attractiveness? (b) How does white space impact a website’s perceived usability? (c)
How does perceived attractiveness impact a website’s perceived usability? Since visual
communication and organization are integral parts of web design, they stated that visual
aesthetics could play a critical role in the web design process.
To observe the online behavior of the user, they created an online website
representing a fictional travel agency. Coursaris and Kripintris used three levels of white
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space in his experiment (25%, 50%, and 75%) and asked participants to rate the websites
for perceived attractiveness, perceived efficiency, and perceived effectiveness. The
results of this research showed that there were no significant differences among
efficiency, effectiveness, and attractiveness for 50% and 25%, although there was a trend
toward a 50% optimum for attractiveness and efficiency. The ratings for all perceived
attributes decreased when the 75% white space was used. Coursaris and Kripintris (2012)
concluded that because users now get used to those websites, which utilize a minimal
amount of white space, they perceived less white space as effective.
Legibility.
Legibility is used to describe the ease of character recognition in type and text.
Too much or too little micro white space could affect legibility. According to How Much
Visual Power can a Magazine Take? (Cleveland, 2005), legibility is the first concern
when it comes to the layout of a magazine. Zdralek (2013) stated that the ability to
manipulate white space in various ways results in different aesthetic effects. He argued
that white space is an important design tool and can affect the legibility of web sites.
Zdralek (2013) measured the reaction time of subjects to assess the relationship between
legibility and different gutter white space levels. He found that visual search time
increases as white space decreases and at the same time, the navigation time increases.
Furthermore, when the target size, which is the print size, increases, legibility increases.
Using those findings, Zdralek (2013) concluded that white space does have an impact on
legibility. He further proposed that careful consideration should always be made about
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the effects of added scrolling or the distribution of information across multiple pages
caused by added white space while designing a web site.
Legge and Bigelow (2011) examined the relationship between print size and
readability in Does print size matter for reading? A review of findings from vision science
and typography. Because type size affects the line spacing and the space between the
letters, which belongs to micro white space, this study can help us to understand the
relationship between micro white space and readability. Legge and Bigelow (2011)
examined x-height to measure type size and introduced reading speed as a metric for
measuring the legibility of print. The result showed there is a range of type size that can
achieve maximum reading speed. They concluded that for online articles, there is no need
to use large headlines to attract readers. The more articles on the website, the more likely
a reader would choose to read them.
Perception.
Perception is the way that an individual thinks and feels about the interaction with
the thing (Tullis & Albert, 2013). Pracejus, O’Guinn, and Douglas (2013) looked into the
relationship between white space with the economic “burning money” account by
evaluating people’s perception of the brand. The “burning money” idea used in
commercial marketing, means that the more expense and existence of advertisements, the
more positive information consumers would get. To prove if this idea is wrong or not,
they created a small ad, which is one-fifth of the page size and does not use white space
as a design element. For a comparison, they created another one full-page ad with low
white space and one full-page ad with high white space. One hundred and eighty-four
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participants were asked to view the stimuli for 30 seconds and then rate their level of
agreement with 12 statements about the ads (from 1 “strongly disagree” to 7 “strongly
agree”). Their results indicated that beliefs in the ad brand significantly increased with
the high white space compared to low white space. The results showed that employing
ads with more white space increased people’s perception about quality, leadership, trust,
and prestige. (O'Guinn, Olsen, & Pracejus, 2013) This research proved that white space
could be a salient factor that affects people’s perception.
Value of User Experience
In this research, UX considers a person’s perceptions and responses resulting
from viewing and reading digital magazines. Tullis and Albert (2013) claimed that
measuring UX offers so much more than observation. UX metrics add structure to the
design and evaluation process. They concluded that UX provides insight and information
to the decision makers.
Nowadays, people interact with screens almost daily according to the number of
mobile phones and tablets owned. It is necessary to evaluate the UX of information on
digital displays, as the dynamic and limiting nature of digital screens increases the
challenge of visual design decisions. Many inconspicuous things can affect UX. For
instance, screen resolution is one of the limitations for digital design. This limitation is
explored when Lundgaard, founder of Brandworkz, underscored the importance of user
experience relative to visual identity (Lundgaard, 2013). He emphasized the importance
of UX based on two of his own relative examples while he was in New York’s JFK
Airport. Lundgaard used the touchscreen to make a selection in the food outlet, and it was
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easy to order and interact with. On the contrary, when he selected Budweiser on a screen
in one of the airport bars, Lundgaard struggled to determine what was on the screen,
because the Budweiser design is intricately detailed, which is more suited to be placed on
physical media rather than on the screen. In conclusion, it is important for people to test
the UX of content display. It helps designers to enhance their design and achieve a higher
degree of the users’ overall satisfaction.
Dimensions of the User Experience
There are many different dimensions to consider when choosing the assessment
approach for UX. For example, Benedek and Miner (2003) created a table listing 118
kinds of reactions they used in the product reaction cards method they developed. The
table contains positive and negative words (e.g., Attractive, Comprehensive, Rigid,
Frustrating) to assess desirability and feelings toward a product. In the present study, the
research particularly focuses on three dimensions: satisfaction, ease of use, and
usefulness following Lund (2001) proposed dimensions of usefulness, satisfaction, and
ease of use in his questionnaire to measure UX. Hence, in the present study, the research
objective is to evaluate the personal experience of human subjects interacting with digital
magazines with various white space parameters as the stimuli by focusing on these three
main dimensions.
Satisfaction.
Satisfaction is about what readers think or say about their overall interaction with
the object, and it covers enjoyment, expectations, engagement, visual aesthetics and
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similar characteristics (Tullis & Albert, 2013). This research investigated visual
aesthetics as one of the aspects of satisfaction.
Design can affect satisfaction. Shird (2003) conducted a study that consisted of
designing and examining the satisfaction and user preference of interface design. In this
study, four different interface versions were created, including a traditional design, a
frames design, a textual design, and a graphical design. Shird administered user
satisfaction questionnaires and assigned preference ranking to each design. The
satisfaction questionnaire consisted of nine statements for which the users chose the
response that best corresponded to their feelings on a scale from one to five. The result
showed that people rated the frames interface design for the highest user satisfaction
scores. The traditional design was chosen as the least preferred interface design. Thus,
satisfaction has been chosen as one of the UX dimensions in this research.
Usefulness.
Usefulness is the opinion of users about how useful they consider a particular
feature or function (Paplauskaite, 2014). For digital magazines on tablet, the key aspect
of usefulness is the readability of the content. Readability is the degree to which a body
of text is easy for people to read and understand (Felici, 2012). This research investigated
readability as one of the factors of UX by assessing usefulness.
Design can affect usefulness. In “Web site usability, usefulness, and visit
frequency” (2000), Lee studied the usefulness of web site design. After conducting 51
survey questionnaires, he found out that the function of “finding information” is
correlated with web site usefulness. Lee suggested that the details of web site design
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elements might affect site usefulness. For that reason, usefulness is a dimension of UX
which this research examines.
Ease of use.
Ease of use is users’ assessment to how easy or difficult each task is (Tullis &
Albert, 2013). For the present study, the concept of ease of use encompasses legibility.
Legibility is the ease for a reader to distinguish individual characters and words. (Felici,
2012) In other words, the ease of use examines the ease for people to read content on the
digital magazine. Therefore, this research assessed legibility as one of the factors of UX.
In the study “User satisfaction with mobile websites: the impact of usefulness,
ease of use and trust” (2014), researchers aimed to investigate the impact of usefulness,
ease of use and trust on mobile website satisfaction. The results showed that there is a
positive relationship between ease of use and a mobile user’s satisfaction. Based on the
result, the researchers suggested some strategies for marketing managers to enhance ease
of use to improve people’s satisfaction with mobile websites.
In conclusion, satisfaction, usefulness, and ease of use are three common
dimensions of UX to examine in design. Considering the characteristics of digital
magazines, this research investigated specifically three perspectives related to the above
dimensions: visual aesthetics, readability and legibility.
Conclusion
The information acknowledged in this literature review served to build a
foundation for developing the methodology of the present research. Upon the discussion,
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with the evaluation of UX, a better relationship can be formed bonding the readers with
the magazines. Understanding the importance of white space is essential during the
design of digital magazines. Finally, the researcher believes, the attempt to investigate the
relationship between white space for digital editions of magazines and UX is a positive
pursuit for magazine publishers and readers.
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Chapter 4: Research Objectives

This study explores how white space for digital magazines affects users’
experience by evoking the findings of Fallon (2014). Fallon investigated reader
preference for the layout of digital magazines on Apple iPads including features related
to white space. She found that the most salient attribute that affects reader preference is
body text typeface. Although Fallon found that white space-to-image ratio was not a
significant attribute in determining readers’ preferences, upon the literature review, it
became evident that several researchers proved that the white space in different media
does impact various UX dimensions. This conflict makes the researcher wonder if white
space does really impact user experience for digital magazines.
The objective of this research is to study the personal experience of human
participants interacting with the stimuli, which are digital magazines with quantified
white-space elements. Different aspects of UX were the dependent variables. The study,
therefore, focused on user’s reactions and responses while reading magazines with
varying levels of white space.
Research Questions
1. For articles in the digital editions of food magazines on an iPad platform, does
white space impact the UX dimensions of visual aesthetics, readability, and legibility for
readers?
2. If so, which dimensions of UX have been affected acutely by white space?
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3. Are there any exact quantitative features in terms of white space results that can
help designers understand design patterns for digital magazines concretely and explicitly?
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Chapter 5: Methodology

To answer the research questions, this experimental study included a preliminary
test and main experiment. The methodology of the two parts were comprised of multiple
steps (Figure 6). The first step was to select magazine pages for the preliminary test. At
the same time, the participants were recruited by email or flyers. The second step was to
conduct the preliminary test. This step aimed to screen out the stimuli for selecting one
reference page for the main experiment. The third step was to prepare the stimuli by
varying the white space levels of the reference pages. At the same time, participants for
the main experiment were recruited. Next, the researcher conducted the main experiment.
There were three evaluation components in the main experiment: user experience
evaluation using a questionnaire, legibility assessment, and readability assessment.
Lastly, the researcher analyzed the data and formulated conclusions and opportunities for
future research. This section will discuss the reasoning and methods for each of these
steps.
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Figure 6. Methodology Overview.
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Preliminary Experiment
People have preferences including content, pictures, layout. (Kanazawa, 2010)
These preferences may affect the way the participants will judge experimental stimuli. To
minimize the effect of preference and experimental error, the researcher conducted the
preliminary test. The goals of the preliminary test were to help the researcher choose
appropriate stimuli for the main experiment. The ideal stimuli would have a moderate
preference and avoid extreme favor or disfavor.
A preliminary test is a small-scale experiment designed to screen out layouts and
content that evokes extreme responses to produce moderate ratings on average. Yet, the
sample size should be comprehensive and representative. Hill (1998) suggested 10 to 30
participants for pilots in survey research. In the present study, the preliminary test was
conducted with 10 female participants.
For the preliminary test, 27 pages from several popular digital food magazines
were selected. The food magazines were: Food Network, Saveur, Taste of Home, Eating
Well, Food and Wine, and Bon Appétit. The pages covered general food categories:
dessert, vegetable and meat dishes, soup, beverage, baking, party food, and seafood. The
pages also included a variety of layouts: one column, two columns, and three columns of
text. Participants were asked to glance at each page and sort them into seven categories
based on how much they liked the design of the page ranging from the lowest category
being “Not at all” and the highest category of “Extremely.”
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The results showed that magazine pages with a two-column layout had a moderate
preference rating. This aligns with the preference of professional designers who agree
that two columns are commonly used for iPad digital magazine layouts. For instance,
Carrie Cousins (2012), who has years of experience in web and graphic design,
mentioned that two columns are easy to read on an iPad. Another designer, Szywalski
(2013) also indicated that the use of a two-column layout would make digital magazines
more legible and aesthetically pleasing.
The researcher chose a chicken rice salad recipe because the moderately rated
layouts had vegetables and meat recipes as content. The reference page included one food
recipe and one image. Having a food recipe on the page is important to maintain the
function of the food magazine for testing user experience. One image on the page
provides ease for the researcher in manipulating the white-space of the layout.
Participants’ Demographics
The thesis sample demographic was selected based on the analysis of Food
Network Magazine Media Kit (2016). Food Network Magazine had over 12.7 million
readers in 2016, which is the largest number of all monthly food titles in 2016. According
to this research, the percentage of female readers in the Food Network audience is
71.6 %, with 59.2% of the readers in college. Therefore, the participants for the present
study are specified as the female students between 18 and 28 years old who are attending
a university at the time of the study. The participants have normal or corrected-to-normal
vision. Participants were recruited using email and flyers. The researcher recruited
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participants from a variety of degree programs. The specific number of participants
recruited for each experiment is discussed in the corresponding sections.
Creation of Stimuli
After the preliminary test, the reference page was selected. To create stimuli, the
researcher mimicked the layout and content of the chosen magazine reference page and
created final stimuli by using Adobe Suite CC. The content used for the final stimuli was
similar to the reference page determined in the preliminary study; the reference magazine
described rice salad, so the researcher chose a similar rice salad recipe from www.
Foodista.com, which is a website powered by Creative Commons (CC) by license. The
image in the page was downloaded from Wikimedia Commons, which is a website under
the Creative Commons License. The Creative Commons License is the public copyright
license that allows for the free distribution of copyrighted work with the credit of the
original creator. Their official website indicates, “Our tool gives everyone from
individual creators too large companies and institutions a simple, standardized way to
grant copyright permissions to their creative work.”
(https://creativecommons.org/licenses/)
Macro White Space.
Macro white space is the space between the textual area and the image. First, it
was necessary to define experimental levels for macro white space. The first level was
determined by the sampling page from the reference digital magazine. The researcher
framed every textual block and image into a black rectangle (Figure 7). Then, the
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researcher calculated the white space of the sampling page by using threshold and
histogram options in Adobe Photoshop (Figure 8). The histogram panel displays the
percent of colored pixels in the image. It showed that the colored, or in this case, black
pixel area was approximately 69%. Therefore, the white space in the sampling page was
determined to be roughly 31%.

Figure 7. Content is framed in black using Adobe Photoshop.
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Figure 8. Histogram option in Photoshop.

In Kripintiris’s study (2008), 75% and 25% white space has been shown not to be
optimal with respect to perceived visual aesthetics. The researcher decided to narrow the
range and add 7% to each level from 31% macro white space. In total, five levels of
macro white space were developed: 31%, 38%, 45%, 52%, and 59%.
Micro White Space.
Micro white space, in this study, is defined as the interline space, which is the
space from the baseline of the upper line of text to the x-line of the line below. In Adobe
InDesign software, designers normally change the leading setting to adjust spacing
between lines of type to improve legibility. Leading in Adobe InDesign is measured from
the baseline of one line of text to the baseline of the next line of text. Interline space is
included in this measurement. Thus, for manipulating the interline space, the researcher
adjusted leading in Adobe InDesign. The official website of InDesign indicates that the
default auto-leading option is 120% of the type size. Bailey, a graphic designer with 10
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years’ experience, discussed that 120% of type size is the often-recommended value for
line spacing based on readability and aesthetics (2011).
There are three levels of micro white space in the present study. For the micro
white space variable in the present research, the researcher used 120%, the optimal
leading setting in Adobe InDesign. Two other levels are deviated from 120% by 15%;
they are: 105%, 120%, and 135% leading. The 105% of type size measurement for micro
white space is close to the leading setting in the reference magazine page.
Creation of Layouts.
Because there are five levels of macro and three levels of micro white space, 15
different versions of the magazine layout were developed. The layouts were designed to
have the same number of content blocks, images, and general layout to ensure
consistency in the design to the original reference page.
The manipulation of white space was done through calculations using Microsoft
Excel. The researcher measured the width and height of all the blocks on the reference
page. The height and width of each block were changed based on the selected levels for
the independent variable of macro white space to produce different combinations for the
15 experimental stimuli. Specifically, the researcher reduced or increased the height and
width of the blocks in proportion to the ratio between the target macro white space and
the reference macro white space. The goal was to manipulate the white space evenly and
not affect the overall design aesthetic of the page.
For the micro white space, the researcher inserted the desired number in the
leading option in Adobe InDesign based on the three selected levels of micro white
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space. For the samples created for the legibility and readability assessment of the main
experiment, the researcher adjusted paragraphs for each page while keeping the macro
and micro white space the same. The researcher kept the number of text lines in the
paragraph identical within all 15 samples that were assigned to be read by participants.
To maintain a fixed amount of overall macro white space, some text lines in other
paragraphs were deleted, under the premise that the whole page design was not changed.
This was done because after redesigning the reference magazine page with different
macro and micro white space levels, the number of lines in the same paragraphs of text
became different for different stimulus pages. This change could have affected the results
when participants read the text under the time limitations. Therefore, the researcher also
prepared an additional 15 versions of the magazine page layouts for assessing legibility
and readability.
Main Experiment Participants
To estimate a sample size for the main experiment, the researcher used G*Power
3.1. The program takes into consideration the anticipated effect size and the planned
design of the experiment. To evaluate a possible effect size, the researcher asked ten
participants to do the pilot test during the formulation of the proposal. After analyzing
their data, the researcher found that partial eta squared (2) of the macro variable for the
aesthetics was 0.13. The equation used for calculating 2 is:
2= Between-Groups Sum of Squares ÷ Total Sum of Squares
The 2 equals 0.13, which means that the macro white space had a large effect on
these ten participants. Therefore, the partial eta square 0.13 is used to calculate the ideal
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sample size (Figure 9). In the determine option, the researcher typed in the partial eta
square and the software calculated the effect size. The experimental design was within
interaction ANOVA as all the participants viewed all the stimuli for the questionnaire
data and viewed two pages after that for the legibility and readability assessment. Thus,
the number of groups was 5*3=15. The G*power gave the researcher 60 as the total
sample size. When the researcher conducted the main experiment, 62 participants were
recruited to accommodate for possible outliers.

Figure 9. The interface of G* Power.
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Main Experiment
Experimental variables and experimental design.
A macro white space and micro white space variation were used in the main
experiment, where each participant evaluated all of the stimuli produced by the reference
stimulus defined in the preliminary test. The description of the experimental variables
follows.
The independent variables for the main experiment are: 1) macro white space with
five different levels and 2) micro white space with three different levels. The dependent
variables are participant’s ratings of the three perspectives of UX: visual aesthetics,
readability, and legibility, and in the second part, legibility and readability evolutions as
explained below.
The main experiment included several steps. First, people’s perceptions regarding
the three factors of UX were evaluated using the questionnaire. Then, letter counting
(Subbaram, 2004) and content recollection of selected paragraphs were employed to
assess the effects of white space on legibility and readability.
User experience evaluation using the questionnaire.
For this part of the main experiment, each participant answered three questions
for each page containing different combinations of macro and micro white space in a
form of ratings. Seven-point scales with anchored end points were employed in the
questionnaire. They were labeled at the two ends as Not at all and Extremely. The three
questions were aimed at assessing three aspects of UX: perceived visual aesthetics,
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perceived readability, and perceived legibility. They were: 1) How satisfied are you with
the visual aesthetics of this page?, 2) How legible do you find this page?, and 3) How
readable do you find this page? It was a within-subjects experiment because every
participant was exposed to every stimuli.
Legibility assessment using letter counting.
The researcher realized that a questionnaire is not the most precise measurement
to assess readability and legibility, because the questionnaire is based on subjective
probability. The researcher believes legibility and readability require more objective
analysis. Legibility is the how easily people can read each character (Felici, 2012). In
Subbaram’s study (2004), he found that letter counting speed is correlated with legibility.
In this research, letter counting was adopted to assess the correlation between white space
and legibility. Each participant was instructed to read two specific paragraphs with
different white space levels and count the total number of specific letters in the text.
There was no time limitation in this section. Participants’ performance time and the
number of errors were recorded.
Readability assessment using content recollection data.
As previously discussed, readability is how easily people can understand the
content in the article (Felici, 2012). When Green discussed the process of reading
comprehension in his dissertation “Fourth graders’ literal and inferential reading
comprehension: Effects of readability and answer format,” he mentioned that text
readability can influence short-term memory (Green, 2000). Considering the relationship
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between readability and short-term memory, to assess readability, the participants were
told to remember the ingredients’ names after they read the ingredients paragraph. The
number of ingredients they recalled was recorded. The time duration for reading the
paragraph was limited to 15 seconds.
Conducting the Main Experiment
The main experiment was conducted from January 27 to March 10, 2017.
Participants signed up to take part in the experiment via direct email to the researcher.
Each administration of the experiment was conducted in the Gravure Research Library in
the School of Media Sciences to ensure a consistent experimental environment for each
participant; that is, a typical office space environment with fluorescent lighting fixtures
on the ceiling.
At the beginning of the experiment, each participant was required to review and
sign the consent form. Then, they read the study introduction to get an overview of the
experiment and the purpose of the study. The participant was asked to quickly review 15
magazine pages on an iPad. Each page was viewed within 7-10 seconds. The participant
rated each page, one page at a time using the paper-based questionnaire. Each participant
was assigned to view a randomly organized sequence of magazine pages. All the
participants’ codes and answers were recorded both on physical paper and in a Microsoft
Excel spreadsheet. Through this method, all the answers can be easily tracked back to an
individual participant’s code.
Once the questionnaire was completed, the participant proceeded to the next part
of the main experiment, which assessed legibility and readability. The researcher
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assigned each participant to review two different magazine pages. To assess legibility, the
participant was requested to read two different paragraphs, one paragraph per page, and
count the number of a specific letter in each paragraph, letter S for one page, and letters I
for the second page. The performance time was recorded. For readability, they were
asked to read two different paragraphs, one paragraph per page, and try to remember the
names of ingredients in each paragraph. They were asked to write down all the
ingredients they remembered on a sheet of paper. The duration for reading each
paragraph was limited to 15 seconds.
Each participant was assigned the same two magazine pages for assessing
legibility and readability. Upon completion of this part of the main experiment, the
participant was thanked and compensated with free snacks.
Data Collection
Two categories of data were collected for this experiment. The questionnaire data
captured self-reported measures for subjective impressions of the three user experience
attributes. Additionally, legibility and readability were evaluated using objective
observation measures.
For the objective assessment of legibility, two measures were used. The first one
is the average time that participants spent on distinguishing each letter for the given
letters of S or I. This was calculated as the total time that participant used to count the
letters divided by the total number of all letters in the paragraph. The second measure was
the percentage of correct responses, calculated as the number of letters the participant
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counted, divided by the actual number of selected letters in the paragraph, multiplied by
100.
For the objective assessment of readability, the percent of correctly recalled
ingredients was used. This was calculated as the numbers of ingredients that the
participant recalled, divided by the total number of ingredients in the paragraph,
multiplied by 100.
Data Analysis
As participants completed the survey, their responses were transferred to an Excel
spreadsheet, which served as the repository for the resulting data.
The two-way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) was applied to test the significance
of the independent white space variables, namely the main effects of macro and micro
white space, and the interaction effect between macro and micro white space variables.
In the present study, the 62 participants were randomly selected from a larger
population. In the first part of the experiment, when the questionnaire data was collected,
the within-subjects design was used, which means that all participants were exposed to
every experimental stimulus; every participant evaluated all 15 layout variations.
Therefore, each factor combination was measured 62 times. The analysis of the effects of
this data is the two-way ANOVA with repeated measures (Girden, 1992). To account for
the randomness of participants’ selection, a Participants’ variable was included as a
random effect in this analysis.
The data analysis for the first part of the main experiment employed a mixed
model using analysis of variance within the Fit Model platform in the JMP Pro 13
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statistical software package to assess the relationship between 15 white space
combinations and user experience. The mixed model is appropriate when one or more of
the factors are considered random.
In the present research, the F-test was used to test the hypotheses as follows:
1. H0: there is no effect of macro white space on visual aesthetics/
readability/legibility.
2. H0: there is no effect of micro white space on visual aesthetics/
readability/legibility.
3, H0: there is no effect of the interaction between micro and macro white space
on visual aesthetics/readability/legibility.
The answers stemmed from the F-ratio and p-value. Each of the attributes of UX
were tested by calculating an F-ratio. The F statistic must be used in combination with
the p-value when you are deciding if your overall results are significant. The p-value
of .05 is often used as a default value in most statistical software applications (Anderson,
2013). In the present analysis, p= .05 was used as a cut-off value to designate statistical
significance. This value corresponds to the 95% confidence interval to reject the null
hypothesis. If the p value was less than .05, the researcher considered the result to be
statistically significant and rejected the null hypotheses.
For the second and third research questions of this study, considering the effect of
specific white space combinations on UX, the answer stemmed from the least square
means. The least square mean is the group mean adjusted for the model (Deng, 2009). To
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examine which levels of white space has the best affect on UX, the researcher determined
the highest least square mean.
Thus, the participants’ data were analyzed using ANOVA to determine the
significance of the contribution of the two independent variables with interactions to
ratings for the UX ratings and objective measures for legibility and readability. These
results are summarized in tables and plots in the following Results chapter.
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Chapter 6: Results

The separate sections of Chapter 6 describe the results of the data analysis for
visual aesthetics, readability, and legibility.
The statistically significant data is provided in the tables and is based on the
analysis of variance for the main effects of macro, micro white space, and their
interactions. The plots are used to describe tendencies and are based on least square
means estimates. The questionnaire data for the three user experience attributes and
pairwise Student test results for different macro and micro white space combinations are
documented in Appendix A. The objective performance measures for the readability and
legibility are documented in Appendix B.
Visual Aesthetics
The researcher used repeated measures ANOVA to determine the fixed main
effects on visual aesthetics for macro white space, micro white space, and the fixed
interaction effect between macro and micro white space. Table 1 shows the results of the
fixed effect test for visual aesthetics, the left column contains the name of the main
effects: macro white space, micro white space, and interaction of macro and micro white
space. “ Prob > F ” represents the p values. They are based on the F-ratio values, which
are presented in the middle column. As seen from Table 1, all three fixed effects were
statistically significant, because all p-values were less than .05. This result demonstrated
that the macro and micro white space had a statistically significant influence on
participants’ impressions of visual aesthetics. The interaction effect between macro and
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micro white space levels was also statistically significant. Therefore, the researcher
rejected the first hypothesis, which was: there is no effect of macro white space on visual
aesthetics.
Table 1
Fixed Effect Tests for Visual Aesthetics
Source

F Ratio

Prob > F

Macro

3.14

0.0141

Micro

11.90

<.0001

Macro*Micro

3.13

0.0017

The least square mean estimates for this experiment show that 38% macro white
space with 135% micro white space has the highest estimate, which is 5.87. See
Appendix 2. This result suggests that this specific design had the highest average score
regarding visual aesthetics. By looking at the frequency data for different rating values,
one can see that the majority of participants preferred this combination for perceived
visual aesthetics compared to the other 14 samples of white space design combinations.
To illustrate the results on visual aesthetics, Figure 10 shows the page with the highest
visual aesthetics average score, and Figure 11 shows the page with the lowest visual
aesthetics average score.
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Figure 10. The magazine page with 38% macro white space and 135% micro
white space.
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Figure 11. The magazine page with 59% macro white space and 105% micro
white space.

Figure 12 plots the least square means of visual aesthetics for macro white space
values. This plot resembles a bell curve with the highest average score for visual
aesthetics corresponding to 38% macro white space. With the increase of macro white
space, the score for visual aesthetics lowers. Fifty-nine percent macro white space was
rated the lowest.
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Figure 12. The least square plot of visual aesthetics for macro white space.

On the contrary, for the main effect of micro white space, it was observed that
visual aesthetics increased with the increase of micro white space. This is shown in
Figure 13. The 135% micro white space was rated as having the highest average score.
Comparatively, 105% micro white space was judged as the least favorite by the
participants.
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Figure 13. The least square plot of visual aesthetics for micro white space.

Again, the interaction of 38% macro white space and 135% micro white space
was given the highest score regarding visual aesthetics. See Figure 14. When the macro
white space increased from 31% to 38%, the rating of visual aesthetics of the magazine
page increased particularly for the micro white space levels of 120% and 135%. When
the macro white space increased from 45% to 59%, the score started decreasing for all
three levels of micro white space.
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Figure 14. The least square plot of visual aesthetics for interaction between macro
white space and micro white space.

Legibility
For assessing legibility, the research conducted two methodologies: questionnaire
and letter counting. The following are the results analysed these two methods.
Results of questionnaire.
For assessing the legibility, there are two methods in the present study. The
following is the results from the questionnaires, obtained in the first part of the main
experiment.
As seen in Table 2, all three fixed effects were statistically significant. This stems
from the fact that all the p- values were less than .05. This result demonstrates that both
macro and micro white space had significant influence on participants’ impressions of
legibility; the result is consistent with that of the analysis of the visual aesthetics. The
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interaction effect between macro and micro white space levels was also statistically
significant.

Table 2
Fixed Effect Tests for Legibility
Source

F Ratio

Prob > F

Macro

4.76

0.0008

Micro

28.76

<.0001

Macro*Micro

3.08

0.0020

According to the least square mean estimates, the combination of 38% macro
white space with 135% micro white space has the highest estimate, which is 5.75. See
Appendix A. This specific design had the most effect on the legibility score. It also can
be interpreted that the majority of people think the corresponding magazine page is more
legible compared to the rest of the 14 samples of white space combinations design. This
result is identical with the result on visual aesthetics. On the contrary, the magazine page
with 31% macro white space and 105% micro white space was rated the lowest on the
legibility, with the score of 4.30. More information on specific significant differences can
be found in the Appendix A. Figure 15 shows the pages with the highest legibility
average score, and Figure 16 shows the lowest legibility average score.
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Figure 15. The magazine page with 31% macro white space and 105% micro
white space.

For the least square mean plot of macro white space and legibility, the average
scores for legibility gradually increased with the increase of macro white space. Fiftynine percent macro white space has the highest least square mean regarding legibility.
See Figure 16.
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Figure 16. The least square plot of legibility for macro white space levels.

When observing the least square mean plot of micro white space and legibility,
the average scores for legibility increased with the increase of micro white space. One
hundred and thirty-five percent micro white space had the highest least square mean
regarding legibility. See Figure 17.
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Figure 17. The least square plot of legibility for micro white space.

On the least square mean plot of the interaction between micro and macro white
space for the legibility ratings, the researcher noticed that for the 105% micro white space
there was a tendency of increased scores when the macro white space increased.
However, the other two interactions (micro white space: 135% and 120%) had a negative
effect on legibility. See Figure 18.
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Figure 18. The least square plot of legibility for interaction between micro white
space and macro white space.
Results of assessment using letter counting.
For assessing the legibility, using the letter counting method in the main
experiment, the average time of distinguishing each letter was calculated. In the fixed
effect test table, all three fixed effects: macro, micro white space, and their interaction,
were statistically significant. All the p-values were less than .05. This result demonstrated
that the macro and micro white space had a statistically significant influence on the time
participants spent on distinguishing each letter. The interaction effect between macro and
micro white space levels was also statistically significant. See Table 3.
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Table 3
Fixed Effect Tests for Distinguishing Letter Time
Source

F Ratio

Prob > F

Macro

11.63

<.0001

Micro

33.72

<.0001

Macro*Micro

7.33

<.0001

Furthermore, observing the plot of least square mean results for the main effect of
macro white space, the curve went slightly down when the level of macro white space
increased. It demonstrated that participants took more time when the macro white space
was less. The average time participants spent on distinguishing letters for 31% and 45%
was the longest. Comparatively, the average time for distinguishing letters for the 59%
macro white space was the least. See Figure 19.

Figure 19. The least square plot of distinguishing letter time for macro white
space levels.
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The plots of searching time regarding micro white space demonstrated that the
higher the micro white space, the less time was spent on distinguishing letters. See Figure
20.

Figure 20. The least square plot of the distinguishing time for micro white space
levels.

According to the least square plot of the distinguishing time for interaction of
micro and macro white space, the plot showed that 52% macro white space with 135%
micro white space was the easiest design for participants to distinguish each letter in the
paragraphs. See Figure 21. On the other hand, participants spent the longest average time
on distinguishing letters on the page with the 31% macro white space and 105% micro
white space.
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Figure 21. The least square plot of distinguishing time for interaction of micro
white space and macro white space.

In order to obtain a better understanding of the correlation between legibility and
white space, the researcher calculated the percent of correct responses for letter counting.
From the fixed effect test table, the macro white space had no significant effect on the
percent of correct responses for letter counting. See Table 4. Micro white space and the
interaction of micro and macro white space had a highly significant influence on the
percent of correct responses for letter counting.
Table 4
Fixed Effect Tests of the Percent of Correct for Letter Counting
Source

F Ratio

Prob > F

Macro

1.20

0.3153

Micro

3.16

0.0472

Macro*Micro

3.75

0.0008
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The least square mean plot for this measure showed that with the increase of
micro white space, the correct percentage of letter counting increased. One hundred and
thirty-five percent micro white space had the highest least square mean of percent of
correct. Comparatively, the percent of correct was the lowest when the micro white space
was 105%. See Figure 22. The result for the objective performance was consistent with
the questionnaire results regarding the micro white space and legibility relationship.

Figure 22. The least square plot of the percent of correct for letter counting, micro
white space levels.

The least square plot of macro and micro white space combination, showed that
the highest percent of correct responses happened when the micro white space was 120%,
and the macro white space was 59%. The lowest least square mean of percent of correct
occurred at the point of the 135% micro with 59% macro white space. See Figure 23.
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Figure 23. The least square plot of the percent of correct for letter counting,
interaction of macro and micro white space.

Readability
For assessing readability, the research conducted two methodologies:
questionnaire and content recollection. The following are the results analysed these two
methods.
Results of questionnaire.
Similar to legibility, two methods were used to evaluate readability in the present
study: perceived readability questionnaire and objective assessment of readability.
For the questionnaire data, mixed model repeated measures ANOVA was
employed to evaluate fixed effects of macro white space, micro white space, and their
interaction, with Participants considered as a random effect. The analysis showed that all
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three fixed effects were statistically significant for readability. As seen from Table 5, all
p-values were less than .05.

Table 5
Fixed Effect Tests for Readability
Source

F Ratio

Prob > F

Macro

3.96

0.0034

Micro

18.57

<.0001

Macro*Micro

2.33

0.0179

According to the least square mean estimate, the factor, 38% macro white space
and 135% micro white space has the highest estimate, which is 5.68. See Figure 24. The
plot demonstrated that this design was the most readable for the majority of participants.
This result was identical with the results for visual aesthetics and legibility as assessed
with the questionnaires. On the other hand, participants rated 31% macro white space
with 105% micro white space as the lowest readable design.
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Figure 24. The least square plot of readability for interaction between micro white
space and macro white space.
Furthermore, observing the plot of least square mean results for macro white
space, the curve gradually increased when the level of macro white space increased,
approaching a plateau or slightly decreasing after 52% macro white space. See Figure 25.

Figure 25. The least square plot of readability for macro white space.
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On the contrary, for the effect of micro white space, it was observed that
readability continued to increase with the increase of micro white space. See Figure 26.
The 135% micro white space was rated as the highest average score. Comparatively,
105% micro white space was the least readable for participants.

Figure 26. The least square plot of readability for micro white space.

Results of assessment using content recollection.
For assessing readability in the second part of the main experiment, the
percentages for correct recall regarding ingredients participants recalled were calculated.
The results of the mixed model ANOVA are shown in Table 6. All the fixed effects –
macro white space, micro white space, and their interaction were significant.
Table 6
Fixed Effected Test for Percent of Correct (how much participants recalled)
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Source

F Ratio

Prob > F

Macro

3.56

0.0095

Micro

14.53

<.0001

Macro*Micro

6.64

<.0001

From the least square mean plot for macro white space, an irregular curve can be
observed. See Figure 27. The highest percent of correct recall was found for the 31%
macro white space and lowest for the 59% macro white space. Some discrepancies
existed when comparing the results from the questionnaire and the recall data. The
researcher believed that it related to people’s reading habits and capability of
memorizing. The value of 120% of type size is a widely used leading default value in
page layout software. Therefore, because it so often used in page layout, 120% micro
white space could be more comfortable for readability.

Figure 27. The least square plot of percent of correct (ingredients recalled) for
macro white space.
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For the primary micro white space, the plot in Figure 28 shows that the highest
percent of correct of ingredients was when they read the text on the page with 120%
micro white space. This measure was lower for the other two micro white space
conditions.

Figure 28. The least square plot of percent of correct (ingredients recalled) for
micro white space.

For the interaction of micro white space and macro white space, three curves did
not show any regular trend. The highest percent of correct recall was obtained when the
micro white space was 120%, and the macro white space was 31%. The lowest percent of
correct recall happened when the micro white space was 135%, and the macro white
space was 31%. See Figure 29. The percent correct of ingredients participants recalled
was related to the change of micro white space.
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Figure 29. The least square plot of the percent of correct (ingredients recalled),
interaction of macro and micro.
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Chapter 7: Summary and Conclusions

Notable Findings
At the conclusion of the study, the research questions were answered based on the
results of the analysis of variance:
For articles in the digital editions of food magazines on an iPad platform, does
white space impact the UX (visual aesthetics, readability, and legibility) for readers?
It was determined that three fixed effects: macro white space, micro white space,
and the interaction of macro and micro white space had a statistically significant impact
on all three perspectives of UX based on the questionnaire data. All the p-values were
less than .05. For the objective performance measures of readability and legibility, the
results were similar with the exception of only macro white space not having significant
effect on the percent of correct for letter counting.
If so, which dimensions of UX have been affected acutely by white space?
Based on the questionnaire results from two parts of experiment, all three
dimensions have been significantly affected by the white space variables. What more,
when the researcher observed the main effect of micro white space, ratings for all three
dimensions of UX monotonically increased as the micro white space increased. However,
the perceived data showed different effects of macro white space on the three dimensions
of UX.
First, the visual aesthetics decreased when the macro white space increased from
38% to 59%. For the legibility, the data showed that it increased when the macro white
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space increased. Last but not least, the readability increased when the macro white space
increased to 52%. However, then it started dropping when the macro white space
increased to 59%, showing, therefore, an optimum for the macro white space at 52%.
From the objective performance measures, it was concluded that the readability
increased when micro white space increased from 105% to 120%. At the same time,
readability decreased when micro white space increased from 120% to 135%. For
legibility, the time for distinguishing each letter decreased with the increase of the macro
white space. For the micro white space, the time of distinguishing each letter decreased
when the micro white space increased from 105% to 135%. Also, the data showed that
with more micro white space more correct letters were distinguished. Therefore, the
legibility increased when the micro white space increased. These objective performance
results are consistent with the perceived assessments.
Are there any exact quantitative features in terms of white space results that can
help designers understand design patterns for digital magazines concretely and explicitly?
Based on the questionnaire results, the perceived data demonstrated that the
majority of 62 participants chose the 38% macro white space and 135% micro white
space as the best combination regarding all three aspects of UX.
What’s more, the results from the second part of the experiment showed that
people spent the least time searching letters when the macro white space was 59%. For
the percent correct for legibility, the design with 59% macro white space with 135%
micro white space had the most positive effect. As a result, if designers want to achieve
high legibility of a magazine page, they should consider having macro white space,
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which is more than 50% of the space of the magazine page on the iPad, and micro white
space that is higher than the default line space in the Adobe InDesign software. For
readability, the results were similar to legibility. It was concluded that for the
combination of macro white and micro white space, the readability increased when the
macro white space was bigger than 38% and 52%; the micro white space was 120% or
135%.
There were some discrepancies between the results of the questionnaire and the
objective performance. The researcher assumed that it related to participants’ different
reading habits and capability of memorizing. These two factors may subconsciously
affect the result of readability assessment in the second part of main experiment, when
the researcher required participants to recall the content of the text during the experiment.
However, the researcher believes that designers could refer to the different sets of results
for different purposes.
The purpose of this study was to develop a compatible solution to help designers
to manipulate white space. The above findings are the three main results that designers
might refer to for different concerns. First, the 38% macro white space with 135% of the
type size in the leading setting option is the best choice regarding perceived visual
aesthetics, legibility, and readability. Second, 135% micro white space had the most
significant effect on legibility. Last but not least, 120% micro white space had the most
positive effect on readability out of three levels of micro white space.
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Challenges, Limitations, and Considerations
To determine the optimum resolution for assessing readability was a challenge for
the researcher, as she manipulated white space ratio. The manipulation was done by
changing the width and height of each block. Therefore, the length and the content of text
were changed at the same time. To minimize the impact of different text lengths, the
researcher created another set of 15 magazine pages but kept the same number of lines in
the “ingredients” paragraph with a fixed white space ratio.
The limitation of this research was the choice of letters for counting in assessing
legibility. Letters include those with ascenders, those with descenders, and those with
neither, in addition to the shape differences. Different letters may have different effects
on legibility. However, due to the text content for the experiment, the researcher had to
choose two different letters with a similar number of occurrences. The letters I and S
were selected.
Suggestions for Further Research
In the present research, there are several limitations regarding the assessment of
legibility and readability; for instance, the choice of letters. It would be interesting to see
if a different choice of letters for the legibility study would reveal different effects of
macro and micro white space. This could be a goal for future research.
All the sample magazine pages were designed using a white background and
black text. It would be interesting to study the effect of negative space as a generalization
of white space and conduct the research with the white space as different colored
backgrounds.
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Contributions and Conclusions
Upon conclusion of the study, within the scope of the present experiment, the
researcher did narrow the selected range of white space ratios. She believes it provides a
useable manual to magazine publishers and designers. Using this framework, magazine
designers could consult the relation between white space and user experience while
composing their digital magazine layouts. It may help them to avoid mistakes.
The researcher’s original intention is that these findings from the study can
answer questions regarding white space, especially for those who design digital food
magazines.
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Appendix A: Tales of least squares means estimates from questionnaire and
objective performance measures for readability and legibility
Table 7
Least Squares Means Estimates of Visual Aesthetics
Macro (%)

Micro (%)

Estimate

31

105

4.630

31

120

4.791

31

135

5.533

38

105

4.856

38

120

5.291

38

135

5.872

45

105

4.856

45

120

5.404

45

135

5.178

52

105

4.743

52

120

4.969

52

135

5.033

59

105

4.259

59

120

4.517

59

135

4.404
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Table 8
Least Squares Means Estimates of Legibility
Macro (%)

Micro (%)

Estimate

31

105

4.30

31

120

4.80

31

135

5.61

38

105

4.41

38

120

5.12

38

135

5.75

45

105

4.78

45

120

5.35

45

135

5.45

52

105

4.80

52

120

5.19

52

135

5.46

59

105

4.91

59

120

5.32

59

135

5.41
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Table 9
Least Squares Means Estimates of Readability
Macro (%)

Micro (%)

Estimate

31

105

4.18

31

120

4.69

31

135

5.34

38

105

4.34

38

120

5.06

38

135

5.68

45

105

4.61

45

120

5.47

45

135

5.42

52

105

4.81

52

120

5.22

52

135

5.34

59

105

4.74

59

120

5.13

59

135

5.37
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Table 10
Least Squares Means Estimates of Legibility
(distinguishing letter time) for Macro White Space
Macro (%)

Estimate

31

0.089

38

0.070

45

0.094

52

0.064

59

0.055

Table 11
Least Squares Means Estimates of Legibility
(distinguishing letter time) for Micro White Space
Micro (%)

Estimate

105

0.090

120

0.076

135

0.056
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Table 12
Least Squares Means Estimates of Legibility
(distinguishing letter time) for Macro and Micro White Space
Macro (%)

Micro (%)

Estimate

31

105

0.121

31

120

0.097

31

135

0.049

38

105

0.083

38

120

0.068

38

135

0.058

45

105

0.104

45

120

0.102

45

135

0.075

52

105

0.095

52

120

0.058

52

135

0.038

59

105

0.047

59

120

0.056

59

135

0.061
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Table 13
Least Squares Means Estimates of Legibility
(percent of correct for letter counting) for Micro White Space
Micro (%)

Estimate

105

0.090

120

0.076

135

0.056
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Table 14
Least Squares Means Estimates of Legibility (percent of correct
for letter counting) for Macro and Micro White Space
Macro (%)

Micro (%)

Estimate

31

105

0.845

31

120

0.854

31

135

0.963

38

105

0.930

38

120

0.936

38

135

0.906

45

105

0.891

45

120

0.930

45

135

0.831

52

105

0.884

52

120

0.956

52

135

0.895

59

105

0.904

59

120

0.959

59

135

0.684
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Table 15
Least Squares Means Estimates of Percent of Correct
(how much participants recalled) for Macro White Space
Macro (%)

Estimate

31

0.566

38

0.426

45

0.587

52

0.501

59

0.586

Table 16
Least Squares Means Estimates of Percent of Correct
(how much participants recalled) for Micro White Space
Micro (%)

Estimate

105

0.532

120

0.579

135

0.489
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Table 17
Least Squares Means Estimates of Percent of Correct (how much
participants recalled) for Macro and Micro White Space
Macro (%)

Micro (%)

Estimate

31

105

0.644

31

120

0.681

31

135

0.374

38

105

0.465

38

120

0.417

38

135

0.396

45

105

0.499

45

120

0.602

45

135

0.659

52

105

0.611

52

120

0.518
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Appendix B: The objective performance measures for the readability and legibility
The percentage
of correction
(how much
people can
memorize)
71%
33%
57%
42%
57%
36%
63%
25%
100%
38%
43%
33%
63%
73%
50%
86%
42%
43%
86%
58%
31%
57%
33%
50%
71%
45%
75%
58%
55%
50%
71%

How many
letters in this
paragraph?
Participant
counted
11
10
11
10
11
6
8
10
6
8
15
6
6
14
15
11
10
8
6
9
10
14
5
5
10
3
10
12
14
11
8

How much
Average time to
time did
count letter (in
participant
seconds)
take to count
characters? (in
seconds)
17
1.55
13
1.30
18
1.64
14
1.40
20
1.82
10
1.67
12
1.50
12
1.20
20
3.33
18
2.25
24
1.60
9
1.50
28
4.67
22
1.57
18
1.20
30
2.73
10
1.00
10
1.25
9
1.50
11
1.22
9
0.90
23
1.64
9
1.80
10
2.00
31
3.10
11
3.67
20
2.00
18
1.50
27
1.93
24
2.18
14
1.75
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The correction
between actual
number of letters
and people counted
(percentage of the
correction) %
92%
83%
100%
100%
100%
100%
73%
83%
100%
80%
94%
100%
100%
93%
100%
92%
83%
73%
100%
90%
100%
88%
83%
83%
91%
50%
91%
100%
93%
92%
67%

The percentage
of correction
(how much
people can
memorize)
50%
71%
50%
57%
38%
29%
33%
29%
36%
63%
25%
75%
36%
25%
43%
42%
71%
58%
43%
38%
71%
50%
75%
71%
82%
63%
42%
55%
58%
43%
25%
71%
50%

How many
letters in this
paragraph?
Participant
counted
9
10
9
6
10
16
6
9
6
8
11
6
15
16
11
11
10
10
4
10
12
4
5
8
4
10
9
13
11
11
12
11
9

How much
Average time to
time did
count letter (in
participant
seconds)
take to count
characters? (in
seconds)
10
1.11
20
2.00
16
1.78
13
2.17
10
1.00
35
2.19
8
1.33
19
2.11
9
1.50
13
1.63
14
1.27
14
2.33
23
1.53
16
1.00
20
1.82
32
2.91
33
3.30
10
1.00
8
2.00
12
1.20
19
1.58
9
2.25
11
2.20
12
1.50
8
2
13
1.30
12
1.33
16
1.23
20
1.82
23
2.09
15
1.25
17
1.55
12
1.33

89

The correction
between actual
number of letters
and people counted
(percentage of the
correction) %
75%
91%
90%
100%
100%
100%
100%
82%
100%
73%
92%
100%
100%
107%
92%
92%
91%
100%
67%
100%
75%
67%
45%
73%
67%
91%
75%
87%
92%
92%
100%
100%
90%

The percentage
of correction
(how much
people can
memorize)
71%
54%
86%
25%
75%
36%
86%
33%
75%
45%
25%
71%
50%
57%
58%
57%
31%
57%
33%
38%
27%
57%
75%
42%
45%
71%
71%
33%
86%
58%
71%
31%
86%

How many
letters in this
paragraph?
Participant
counted
6
8
11
6
7
5
10
12
11
15
14
6
12
11
10
6
10
13
5
5
6
9
10
12
12
9
12
11
11
10
6
10
12

How much
Average time to
time did
count letter (in
participant
seconds)
take to count
characters? (in
seconds)
11
1.83
12
1.50
21
1.91
8
1.33
14
2.00
12
2.40
18
1.80
14
1.17
23
2.09
28
1.87
18
1.29
18
3.00
26
2.17
26
2.36
12
1.20
12
2.00
17
1.70
31
2.38
4
0.80
6
1.20
12
2.00
22
2.44
20
2.00
18
1.50
37
3.08
19
2.11
22
1.83
13
1.18
22
2.00
14
1.40
7
1.17
10
1
20
1.67

90

The correction
between actual
number of letters
and people counted
(percentage of the
correction) %
100%
80%
69%
100%
64%
83%
91%
100%
100%
100%
93%
50%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
81%
83%
45%
100%
82%
91%
100%
80%
75%
100%
92%
100%
100%
100%
100%
75%

The percentage
of correction
(how much
people can
memorize)
33%
63%
45%
43%
42%
63%
45%
50%
86%
58%
57%
50%
57%
38%
86%
58%
75%
57%
45%
50%
50%
45%
43%
71%
42%
29%
42%

How many
letters in this
paragraph?
Participant
counted
5
6
5
2
9
6
11
14
11
14
10
9
6
11
15
6
6
11
6
10
12
13
11
11
12
10
10

How much
Average time to
time did
count letter (in
participant
seconds)
take to count
characters? (in
seconds)
8
1.60
7
1.17
9
1.80
9
4.50
16
1.78
11
1.83
19
1.73
16
1.14
21
1.91
13
0.93
18
1.80
10
1.11
12
2.00
18
1.64
36
2.40
12
2.00
18
3.00
21
1.91
7
1.17
16
1.60
13
1.08
19
1.46
22
2.00
22
2.00
23
1.92
34
3.40
14
1.40
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The correction
between actual
number of letters
and people counted
(percentage of the
correction) %
83%
55%
83%
18%
75%
55%
73%
93%
92%
117%
91%
90%
100%
110%
94%
100%
55%
100%
100%
91%
100%
87%
92%
92%
100%
91%
100%

Appendix C: Questionnaire
Participant ID:
Date:
Questions for page 1- 15

1. How satisfied are you with the visual aesthetics of this page?

Not at all
1

Extremely
2 3

4

5

6

7

2. How legible do you find this page?

Not at all
1

2

Extremely
3

4

5

6

7

3. How readable do you find this page?

Not at all
1

2

Extremely
3

4

5

6

7
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Appendix D: Experiment Profiles

Layout 1
31% macro white space, 120% micro white space

93

Layout 2
38% macro white space, 120% micro white space

94

Layout 3
45% macro white space, 120% micro white space

95

Layout 4
52% macro white space, 120% micro white space

96

Layout 5
59% macro white space, 120% micro white space

97

Layout 6
31% macro white space, 135% micro white space

98

Layout 7
31% macro white space, 105% micro white space

99

Layout 8
52% macro white space, 135% micro white space

100

Layout 9
59% macro white space, 135% micro white space

101

Layout 10
52% macro white space, 105% micro white space

102

Layout 11
59% macro white space, 105% micro white space

103

Layout 12
45% macro white space, 135% micro white space

104

Layout 13
38% macro white space, 135% micro white space

105

Layout 14
45% macro white space, 105% micro white space

106

Layout 15
38% macro white space, 105% micro white space
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Appendix E: Profile Content Source List
Text
http://www.foodista.com/recipe/S25QZRTV/roasted-chicken-breasts-withbrown-rice-and-cherry-tomato-salad
Photo
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Bean_Rice_Salad.jpg
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